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 Are you ready to take it to the 
extreme? Torque books thrust you  
into the action-packed world of  
sports, vehicles, mystery, and  
adventure. These books may include 
dirt, smoke, fire, and chilling tales.                  
WARNING : read at your own risk.
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Kirk Cousins

 It is the last game of the 2015 season. The 
Washington Redskins are in Dallas to face their 
longtime rival, the Cowboys.
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R
ED Jamison Crowder

 At the end of the first 
quarter, quarterback Kirk 
Cousins has the Redskins up 
by three touchdowns! But 
the Cowboys come back 
with touchdowns in the 
second quarter.
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 Before halftime, backup quarterback Colt 
McCoy replaces Cousins. The Redskins want  
to rest Cousins. 
 The plan works. In the fourth quarter, McCoy 
connects with wide receiver Rashad Ross 
for another touchdown. It is Washington’s day. 
They are in the playoffs!

Colt McCoy
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Rashad Ross

the area at each end of a 
football field; a team scores by 
entering the opponent’s end zone 
with the football.

END ZONE

a score that occurs when a 
kicker kicks the ball between the 
opponent’s goal posts after  
a touchdown is scored; 1 point.

EXTRA POINT

a score that occurs when a 
kicker kicks the ball between the 
opponent’s goal posts; 3 points.

FIELD GOAL

a score that occurs when a team 
crosses into its opponent’s end 
zone with the football; 6 points.

TOUCHDOWN

a score that occurs when a team 
crosses into its opponent’s end 
zone with the football after 
scoring a touchdown; 2 points.

TWO-POINT 
CONVERSION

a score that occurs when a player 
on offense is tackled behind his 
own goal line; 2 points for defense.

SAFETY
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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